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Motivation: climate change.

• Focus in this discussion on two key questions:
(#1) What is the impact of climate / climate change on economic	growth?
(#2) What is the impact of climate / climate change on violent	conflict?

• Major progress in evidence over the last 20 years. Starting point circa 2000: 
• Model-based simulations predicted global warming would have at	most	a	
trivial	(‐3%)	effect on long-run global GDP (Nordhaus 1991, 1992, 1993).

>> But cross-sectional analyses found large differences in GDP per capita 
between tropical (hotter) vs. non-tropical geographic regions (Hall and Jones 
1999), with particularly large implications for Africa (Bloom and Sachs 1998).
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Expansion of scientific literature since 2000.
• Both questions have been the subject of 

serious inquiry over the last two decades, 
with hundreds of empirical studies each 
+ growing global scholarly consensus. 

• Main scientific breakthrough: the use of 
statistical methods drawn from micro-
econometrics to credibly estimate causal 
effects, using	weather	and	climate	
variation	as	a	natural	experiment.

>> Key survey articles: Hsiang, Burke and 
Miguel (2013), Dell, Jones and Olken
(2014), Burke, Ferguson, Hsiang and 
Miguel (2024, right).
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Seminal contributions.
• The first study (to my knowledge) to address both	questions	was Miguel, 

Satyanath and Sergenti (2004, Journal	of	Political	Economy).
• Uses exogenous weather/climate variation as a natural experiment, large-

sample cross-country data, and remote sensing (satellite) weather data, 
focusing on 41 Sub-Saharan African countries during 1981-1999.

• Uses a specification with country fixed effects, time effects/trends that has 
become standard in the subsequent literature:

(#1) Effect of rainfall variation (current, lagged) on country economic growth,
(#2) Effect of rainfall variation (current, lagged) on armed civil conflict.

>> This study used an instrumental variables design, with rainfall shocks as the 
IV for GDP growth. Subsequent work (below) has found that climate variables 
can have impacts through channels other than growth (exclusion violation).
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Miguel, Satyanath and Sergenti (2004).
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Key contributions: climate and growth.

• Dell, Jones and Olken (2012): incorporate temperature variation and find 
large magnitudes + multi-year persistence of climate shocks on growth rates.

• Burke, Hsiang and Miguel (2015): find evidence of global non-linearity in 
relationship between temperature and growth, plus project forward large 
impacts out to 2100: predicted decline in global GDP of -23%.

>> Sharp contrast with earlier Nordhaus findings: an order of magnitude larger 
impacts on global economic activity. 

• Growing	scientific	consensus	climate change impacts will be large: Nath, 
Ramey, Klenow (2023) assume eventual convergence of technology across 
countries and still project global GDP loss of -12%, 4x model-based estimates.
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Nonlinear relationship between climate and growth.
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• Burke, Hsiang and Miguel (2015, left), Kotz, Levermann and Wenz (2022, right).



Projected global economic growth effects of climate change.
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• Adverse climate impacts 
on economic growth 
projected to be 
concentrated	in	low‐
and	middle‐income	
countries, including 
many of the poorest in 
the world in Sub-Saharan 
Africa, South Asia (Burke, 
Hsiang and Miguel 2015).

>> Recent estimates 
indicate effects are closer 
to zero in cooler countries.



Key contributions: climate and conflict.

• Several meta‐analyses show that higher 
temperatures and extreme rainfall are 
associated with more violence at multiple 
levels: from civil conflict down to 
interpersonal crime (and even self-
harm/suicide), most recent Burke, 
Ferguson, Hsiang and Miguel (2024, right)

>> Large	magnitude effects: a 1 SD adverse 
change in climate leads to a 2.5% to 5% 
increase in conflict risk – and most world 
regions are projected to warm by 2 to 4 SD’s 
in the next 30 years. 
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Climate and conflict: mechanisms.

• Understanding mechanisms is a key research + policy priority:
• Many recent contributions highlight the key role of economic	factors	in 

driving conflict, i.e., Harari and LaFerrara (2018) on African agriculture, and 
McGuirk and Nunn (2023) further emphasize the interaction between 
climate, economic shocks and democratic political institutions.

• Public policy matters: expansion of social protection programs also weakens 
the extreme climate-violence link in India, Mexico, Indonesia (Fetzer 2020, 
Garg, McCord, Montfort 2020, Christian, Hensel, Roth 2019).

>> But other mechanisms matter, including possibly psychological	factors: 
crime increases in rich countries in hot weeks, and aggressive behavior (“Joy of 
Destruction” game) increases in the lab when participants are placed in hot 
rooms 30oC (Almås et al 2024).
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Climate adaptation: evidence.
• Little	evidence	to expect rapid 

adaptation to climate change, 
either to limit damages in terms of 
economic growth or armed 
conflict. Longer-term panel studies 
(e.g., Burke, et al. 2023, right) 
indicate minimal	adaptation	to 
warm years since 1960 in terms of 
economic growth. 

>> But how informative is this about 
the path of future innovation –
technological + institutional – to 
address global warming?
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A new consensus on the economics of climate change.
• Bottom	line: the growing body of 

research in economics + related 
fields has rapidly shifted the 
scientific and policy consensus 
regarding the likely economic 
impacts of climate / climate change

>> Global warming has continued –
are some of the early research 
predictions (unfortunately) already 
coming true? Semi-arid regions in 
Sub-Saharan Africa appear to be at 
particular risk.
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Source: New York Times (10 Nov 2023)
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Extra slides.
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MSS (2004): Base econometric specification.
• Innovation: use of modern panel econometric methods, including country 

fixed effects, to estimate impact of weather/climate “natural experiments”.
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BHM (2015, AnnRevEc): Econometric specification.
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• Innovation: inclusion of further lags of multiple climate variables.



BHM (2015, AnnRevEc): Meta-analysis across studies.
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• Similar effects across multiple levels of analysis.



BHM (2015, Nature): Projects rising global inequality.
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Kotz, Levermann and Wenz (2022) on rainfall shocks.

• XX.
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Callahan and Mankin (2023): persistent ENSO effects.
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Nath, Ramey, Klenow (2023, working	paper).
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Burke, Ferguson, Hsiang, Miguel (2024, Handbook	chapter).
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Burke, Hsiang, Ferguson, Miguel (2024, AEA	P&P).

• Recent empirical finding: as African 
countries become richer (in per 
capita GDP terms), the likelihood of 
conflict becomes less sensitive to 
temperature shocks.
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Garg, McCord, Montfort (2020, working	paper).

• The effect of local temperature 
shocks on homicide rates is 
substantial – but falls to near 
zero once a municipality is 
incorporated into the Mexico 
conditional cash transfer 
(CCT) social protection 
program (Progresa)
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Climate adaptation: evidence.
• There remains less	evidence	on 

the extent to which we should 
expect there to be adaptation to 
climate change, either to limit 
damages in terms of economic 
growth or armed conflict.

>> Longer-term panel studies (e.g., 
Burke, Hsiang, Miguel 2015, right) 
indicate that adaptation	has	been	
limited	to	date	but may only be 
moderately informative about the 
path of future innovation –
technological + institutional – to 
address global warming.
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